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Abstract—In this study, with Singapore as an example, we demonstrate how we can use mobile phone call detail record (CDR) data, which contains millions of anonymous users, to extract individual mobility networks comparable to the activity-based approach. Such an approach is widely used in the transportation planning practice to develop urban micro simulations of individual daily activities and travel; yet it depends highly on detailed travel survey data to capture individual activity-based behavior. We provide an innovative data mining framework that synthesizes the state-of-the-art techniques in extracting mobility patterns from raw mobile phone CDR data, and design a pipeline that can translate the massive and passive mobile phone records to meaningful spatial human mobility patterns readily interpretable for urban and transportation planning purposes. With growing ubiquitous mobile sensing, and shrinking labor and fiscal resources in the public sector globally, the method presented in this research can be used as a low-cost alternative for transportation and planning agencies to understand the human activity patterns in cities, and provide targeted plans for future sustainable development.
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1 INTRODUCTION

To improve urban mobility, accessibility, and quality of life, understanding how individuals travel and conduct activities has been the major focus of city and transportation planners and geographers [1], [2], [3], [4]. In the past, this was accomplished by collecting survey data in small sample sizes and low frequencies (e.g., planning agencies of metropolitan areas in the developed countries conduct 1 percent household travel survey once or twice in a decade). With the evolution of society and innovation in technology, cities have become more diverse and complex than ever before in the increasingly interconnected world. Today more than half of the global population (54 percent in 2014) lives in urban areas, and it is projected that additional 2.5 billion urban population will be added by 2050 [5]. The conventional methods widely practiced in the transportation-planning field were developed to suit the expensively collected small data, and cannot meet current challenges. It is urgent for urban researchers to look for new approaches to address urban challenges such as traffic congestion, environmental pollution and degradation, and increasing energy consumption and greenhouse emission. With the rise of the ubiquitous sensing technologies, digital human footprints, which are the digital traces that people leave while interacting with cyber-physical spaces ([6], [7]), can be recorded in unprecedentedly massive scale with high frequency and low costs. It brings great opportunity to change the landscape of urban research to a new horizon (e.g., [8], [9], [10], [11]), and requires innovation to link the massive data with urban theory and thinking to derive new urban knowledge, called as urban computing or new urban science [7], [12], [13].

This paper demonstrates the application of big data analytics that translates ubiquitous mobile phone data into planner interpretable human mobility patterns, with Singapore (a city-state) as an example. By developing a data-mining pipeline, we quantify spatial distributions of travel patterns by residents in different parts of the city. The ultimate goal is to help planners efficiently derive urban knowledge from big data to target specific urban areas for future infrastructure and service planning improvement.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the state-of-the-art literature on mining human mobility patterns from mobile phone data. We then present the study area and data in Section 3, including call detail record (CDR), census, and household travel survey data (for validation purpose). In Section 4, we introduce the data-mining methods to extract statistically reliable estimates of individual mobility networks from CDR data. In Section 5, we present measures to quantify the spatial distribution of mobility networks in the urban context. Finally, we discuss the planning implications of the findings for future urban development in Section 6.
2 LITERATURE REVIEW

As wireless mobile connectivity has changed the way people communicate, work, and play, mobile phone data can be used to derive the spatiotemporal information of anonymous phone users’ whereabouts for analysis of their mobility patterns [14], [15], [16]. Although such data are often sparse in space and time, the large volume and long observation period of mobile phone data can be used to infer human footprints in unprecedented scale [17], [18], [19]. Blondel et al. [20] review broadly recent progress made by studies on personal mobility, geographical partitioning, urban planning, development and security and privacy issues. Calabrese et al. [21] offer a focused survey on ideas and techniques that apply mobile phone data for urban sensing. In this study, we focus on the use of mobile phone data to understand human mobility. Previous work in this aspect illustrates a pattern of preferential returns to previously visited locations and explorations of new places as a general and universal feature [18], [22], [23], [24]. Based on this feature, it is possible to estimate meaningful human activity locations using mobile phone data. CDRs are not as structured as traditional travel survey data which contains location and time information for meaningful activity destinations, or as precise as GPS data which provides higher frequency and accuracy [25]. However, as a byproduct for billing purposes carried out routinely by mobile service carriers, CDR data can be obtained at a much lower cost and on a greater scale. CDRs can present spatiotemporal information of mobile phone users’ movements at cellular-tower or much finer-grained level, depending on the location positioning technology employed by service carriers. In the following sections, we review in detail on previous studies that use CDR data to derive human mobility in cities.

2.1 Trip-Based Analysis

Wang et al. [26] develop a method to generate tower-based transient origin-destination (OD) matrices for different time periods and convert them to node-to-node transient ODs in the road network for Boston and San Francisco. Following a similar approach, Iqbal et al. [27] use CDR data collected in Dhaka, Bangladesh over a month, combined with traffic counts data, to estimate node-to-node transient ODs. While this method provides a way to convert CDR data to ODs that are important for transportation planning purpose, it resembles a trip-based approach that mimics trip segments of travel based on the appearance of people in space and time. However, it can be problematic when the CDR data are in low spatial resolution (e.g., spacing between cell towers is wide, more than a few kilometers) but road networks within the tower coverage area are dense, assigning transient ODs to the road network can generate biased detoured routes in local roads.

To address this issue, parsing trajectories into stay locations where people stay to conduct activities is important. Due to the wide adoption of smartphones and location-based mobile applications, a vast body of computer science literature has emerged to advance techniques to mine trajectory data [28]. The goal is to find suitable algorithms to extract meaningful stay locations for further analysis to reduce noise in the big data. By applying algorithms to parse CDR trajectories into stay locations, Alexander et al. [29] present methods to estimate OD trip-tables by time-of-day (AM, midday, PM, and rest of day) and by trip purpose, such as home-based work (HBW) trips, home-based other (HBO) trips, non-home-based (NHB) trips, from fine-grained triangulated mobile phone traces for 2 million users in 2 months for Boston. By comparing the trip estimations with the Census Transportation Planning Products (CTPP) and household travel survey data in the same region, Alexander et al. identify a strong correlation among the ODs of the three sources at the metropolitan level, showing effectiveness of using CDR data to derive OD flows at aggregated geographical level.

2.2 Activity-Based Analysis

Human daily travels are organized based on activities and anchor locations that are important in their daily life. From this point of view, the activity-based model—the state-of-the-art approach in transportation planning—considers travel demand as the derived needs to conduct activities [30], [31], [32], [33]. Therefore, developing methods to translate big urban data in an activity-based approach is relevant and important for urban and transportation modeling. By adopting the concept of “motifs” from complex network theory [34], Schneider et al. [35] examine daily mobility networks from CDR data for Paris over a period of 6 months and from travel survey data for Paris and Chicago for one or two days. Using a simple method of extracting meaningful activity locations, they maintain towers with frequent visits above a certain threshold as potential stay locations. Schneider et al. find that by using only 17 unique motifs, 90 percent of the travel patterns observed in both surveys along with phone datasets can be retrieved for the metropolitan areas. Through more careful treatment of stay locations on fine-grained triangulated mobile phone CDR data for one million users in Boston, Jiang et al. [24] apply a similar approach to extract human daily motifs. They report similar findings and propose a probabilistic inference method to use motifs, time of day, activity sequence, and land use related information to further infer activity types and assign traffic to transportation networks based on travel generated in this approach. Widhalm et al. [36] further implement the idea of inferring activity types (such as home, work, shopping, leisure, and others) for extracted stay locations from mobile phone data and land use data for Boston and Vienna.

One common weaknesses of these studies is missing sample expansion methods to expand modeled results from mobile phone users to population at the metropolitan level. This is particularly relevant. On the one hand, social demographic characteristics are not available for anonymous phone users. On the other hand, as previous studies illustrate that for urban and transportation planning purposes, CDR sampling methods are as important as survey sampling methods.

2.3 System-Based Approach

Toole and Colak et al. ([37] and [38]) synthesize the methods of processing CDR data to estimate travel demand, and propose an innovative framework to derive estimated traffic on road networks and understand road usage patterns from raw
CDR data for cities on different continents. These efforts have greatly enhanced our knowledge on how to use CDR data to understand human mobility to produce OD tables at city-scale at a low cost and to estimate travel times on the road networks. Lorenzo et al. [39] also present a system-based approach. They develop an intelligent tool, AllAboard, that analyzes cellphone data to help city authorities in visually exploring urban mobility and optimizing public transport. However, due to the complexity of implementation, the predominant analysis approach continues to be trip-based, rather than tour-based or activity-based. Motivated by the above literature, we use Singapore as a case study to develop a data processing pipeline to extract human mobility patterns from CDR data to understand travel behavior and advance applications of big data for urban and transportation planning purposes.

3 STUDY AREA AND DATA

We use Singapore as a case study in this paper. Singapore is a city-state with a range of 43 kilometer in the west-east direction and 23 kilometer in the north-south direction. It has a population of 5.18 million in 2010, of which 3.79 million are residents and 1.39 million non-residents. It has one of the world’s highest mobile penetration rates—above 150 percent (using total population as base).

3.1 Call Detail Record Data

We use two consecutive weeks (i.e., 14 days) of mobile phone CDR data (in March and April of 2011) from one carrier in Singapore to examine the mobility patterns of anonymous individuals in the metropolitan area. The data set of the studied period contains 3.17 million anonymous mobile phone users, and a total of 722.92 million records of phone usages. There are more than 5 thousand cellular towers in Singapore, with a spacing gap of around 50 meters in the dense downtown area to a few kilometers in the suburban region. In general, the cellular tower network has a very high density covering the whole metropolitan area (see Fig. 1).

3.2 Census Data and Geographic Zones

Despite the high penetration rate, data obtained from one mobile carrier for this study only count for 63 percent of the total population in Singapore. To get statistically meaningful measures from the CDR data for the whole population, we need to expand the sampled mobile phone users. Therefore census data with spatial information is useful. Publicly available census in Singapore includes population by different demographic groups at the planning zone level (named as Development Guide Planning zone, DGP). We assume that an individual older than 10 year-old may possess a mobile phone, and expand users in the CDR data to the population of Singapore residents in this age-category at the DGP level.

DGP is a spatial unit of planning area used by the Singapore urban planning agency—the Urban Redevelopment Authority (URA). There are 56 DGPs in Singapore with sizes ranging from 0.85 sq km, to 66 sq km. 35 of these 56 DGPs have residential population residing in them, and the rest are either industrial zones or reserved land for other purposes. These DGP zones are further subdivided into finer-grained spatial areas, the transportation analysis zones, which are called MTZs, used for transportation planning purposes by the Singapore transportation-planning agency—the Land and Transportation Authority (LTA). However, population data at this high spatial resolution (i.e., MTZ) level is not publicly available. A total of around 1,100 MTZs cover the whole metropolitan area, and their sizes range from 0.015 to 43 sq km.

Fig. 1 exhibits the population density at the DGP level, and illustrates the spatial relationship of DGP, MTZ, and cellular towers. We expand the phone users at the tower level to match the total population at the DGP level, and estimate population at the MTZ level. We discuss the expansion details in Section 4.

3.3 Survey Data

We use the Singapore 2008 Household Interview Travel Survey (HITS) data collected by the Singapore LTA to validate results estimated from the CDR data. Compared with CDRs, travel survey data are often in a small sample-sizes and come with expansion factors for the purpose of expanding survey samples to total population. Survey expansion factors are derived from sampling design based on individual demographics (e.g., age, gender, etc.). Survey data includes detailed information on household and individual social demographics and travel records self-reported by survey respondents. The Singapore 2008 HITS includes 34,000 individuals and their 1 day travel information (e.g., trip arrival and departure time, trip purpose, location of trip origins and destinations, etc.). In this study, we use the travel time and location information and expansion factors to expand survey samples to the population, and compare results with estimates from the CDR data.

4 METHODS

To understand human mobility patterns at the metropolitan level for urban and transportation planning purposes, in this study, we synthesize methods in previous research [24], [29], [35], and develop a pipeline of (1) parsing the CDR data to extract stay locations of phone users; (2) detecting phone users’ home location; (3) filtering users and select statistically representative samples from the parsed CDR data; (4) identifying the daily mobility networks of the phone...
users; (5) deriving expansion factors for the filtered phone observations by combining processed phone data and the census data; expanding cellphone-users, trips, and daily observations by combining processed phone data and the users; (5) deriving expansion factors for the filtered phone from CDR data.

4.1 Parsing Trajectory to Extract Stays

Parsing the mobile phone CDR data to extract anchor points (i.e., stay locations) of individual daily travel and to differentiate stops from pass-by points is the first stage before identifying individual mobility networks. Zheng [28] presents a comprehensive overview on trajectory data mining. Inspired by the algorithm introduced by Hariharan and Toyama [40] which was tested previously using triangulated mobile phone data [24], [29], we modified the algorithm for the tower-based CDR trajectories in this study. Other algorithms on stay detection can also be found in the literature [41], [42]. While detecting stays, we aim to achieve three goals: (1) eliminating two types of noises in the raw CDR data—outliers and signal jumps between towers of users’ geospatial location records—to identify their true location, (2) clustering points that are spatially close (within the threshold of Δd) and temporally adjacent (in the sequence) into a single location, with a collapsed time duration inferred from this clustering as the stay, and (3) agglomerating points that are spatially close but not necessarily adjacent in temporal dimension into one unique location.

- Considering a user’s location recorded in the CDR in sequence as $D_i = (d_i(1), d_i(2), \ldots, d_i(n_i))$, by selecting a roaming distance $\Delta d_i$ (e.g., 300 meters) as the threshold, we heuristically cluster spatially close locations within $\Delta d_i$ for each point into their medoid (the point in a set that minimizes the maximum distance to every other point in the set) and form a new sequence $D_i^* = (d_i(1), d_i(2), \ldots, d_i(n'_i))$, where $d_i(k) = (\text{tower(k)}, t(k))$ for $k = 1, \ldots, n'_i$; tower(k) and t(k) are the tower id, and time stamp of the user’s kth observation in the raw CDR data. $d_i(g) = (\text{cellid}(g), t(g), \text{dur}(g))$ includes the tower id, starting time of the first observed tower in the cluster, and the duration that the user stayed in the cluster.

- Then further cluster the points in the trajectory sequence set $D_i^*$ based on the distance threshold of $\Delta d_2$ (e.g., 300 meters), and keep the points whose duration are greater than the time threshold $\Delta t$ (e.g., 10 minutes) as the final stay points $S_i = (s_i(1), s_i(2), \ldots, s_i(m_i))$, where $s_i(m) = (\text{cellid}(m), t(m), \text{dur}(m))$. By doing so, we eliminate outliers in the clustering process. Fig. 3 illustrates the input and output of the process.

![Fig. 3. Stay point detection.](image)

4.2 Detecting Home

It is important to label the mobile phone users’ home location (tower) for several reasons. First, when we later expand the users to population, we need to combine CDR data with census data, which only record population by residential location. Second, in order to form mobility networks we make an assumption that for each day, an individual always departs from home and returns home by the end of a day. Although in the real world there are exceptions, this assumption simplifies the way we extract mobility networks from CDR data and allows us to estimate trips in a justifiable way. Since CDR data passively records phone users’ spatiotemporal information, it does not always give complete information of individuals’ whereabouts. Third, for planning purpose, it is important to understand individuals’ mobility patterns from their home, as the built environment and land use of individual residence influence their travel and activities [43], [44]. Being able to identify human mobility patterns associated with urban space will enable planners to target future urban development and improvement.

A phone user’s home tower is identified as the most frequently communicated tower during nights of weekdays, and weekends over the study period (i.e., 14 days in this study). The definition of ‘night’ is a parameter that can be adjusted in different urban contexts. We define a night from 7 pm to 7 am in this study based on the local context in Singapore.

After processing the CDR data, we obtained 2.88 million users whose home towers can be observed in the 2-week data. It counts for 91 percent of all phone users contained in the data for the study period, and around 56 percent of the total population. By properly expanding these users, we can disaggregate population from aggregated planning area level (DGP), to the neighborhood transportation analysis zone (MTZ) level with high spatial resolution. We discuss the population expansion method and results in Section 4.5.

4.3 Filtering Phone User-Day Samples

Compared with traditional survey data, the advantage of the CDR data is the longer observation period and larger
...sample size, and its disadvantage is the sparseness of the data. CDRs may not always reveal individual travel as travel dairies or GPS tracking applications do. Therefore it is important to sample user-days when the mobile device is used frequently enough. Previous research [35] has found that if a cellphone user’s phone communication activities exceed a certain threshold, the CDR data can be treated equivalently as survey data, and generate statistically consistent and comparable results in terms of individual mobility patterns. In this study, we adopt similar rules for the sample filtering, as follows.

- Only keep a user-day observation, if in a day (24 hours) the user has phone records in at least eight distinct time-slots of the 48 half-hour time-slots.
- Separate observations on weekdays from those on weekends, as mobility patterns can be different.

Here we only focus on records on weekdays.

After the filtering, we keep 6.28 million user-days for 1.55 million users in the 10 weekday days of the two weeks. The total number of users after filtering is 49 percent of all users in the raw data. We plot the frequency distribution of user-days per user after the filtering in Fig. 4a. We can see that, for these filtered 1.55 million users, 22 percent of them only have 1 day observation, 11 percent 4 days, 7 percent 7 days, and 3 percent 10 days. On average, each user has 4 weekday observations. We then aggregate the user information to the tower level. Fig. 4b shows the density distribution of the standard deviation (shown separately in Fig. 4c) and the mean (shown separately in Fig. 4d) of the users’ number of observation days at the tower level based on users’ home tower. We plot the spatial distribution of the mean of the users’ number of observation days at the tower level in Fig. 4e. We can see that in downtown, airport, and the west-end of the coastal area, the number of user-day per user is relatively low. Presumably, tourists and foreigners live in these areas. While in residential areas in the suburbs, such as Ang Mo Kio, Bukit Batok, Jurong West, Punggol, Sengkang, Tampines, Yishun, and Woodlands, the average numbers of user-days are relatively higher than average.

4.4 Identifying Activity-Based Mobility Patterns

4.4.1 Daily Mobility Motifs

Human daily mobility can be highly structural—organized by a few activities essential to life. It is important to identify individual mobility networks (i.e., daily motifs). The most contemporary travel demand models developed and employed by regional transportation agencies in the developed countries are activity-based [33]. Fig. 5 (1a-1f) shows some examples of individual activity pattern (daily tours) commonly observed in travel surveys. Represented in the transportation modeling language, they are: (1a) one home-based work tour, (1b) one home-based work tour with a third destination, and work as the primary destination, (1c) one home-based work tour with one home-based sub-tour, (1d) two home-based work tours with a third destination, (1e) one home-based work tour with one work-based sub-tour, and (1f) one home-based work tour with one escort tour (to drop off and pick up somebody). These activity patterns can go into numerous combinations. However, if we use a more abstract diagram to represent these activity-chains, they can be reduced into daily motifs captured by the massive and passive mobile phone data. Fig. 5 (2a-2f) represents (1a-1f) in a highly abstract format, called daily motifs. They have been proposed and tested as measures of human mobility in previous studies for Paris, Chicago and Boston [24], [35], and have been found comparable to travel surveys in aggregated statistics.

Here, we present the algorithm to identify the daily motifs for the filtered phone users whose mobile phone records in a sampled day are frequent enough (explained in Section 4.3) for representing their daily activity pattern. Formally speaking, a motif is an equivalence class of directed graphs. A directed graph is an ordered pair $D = (V, A)$ where $V$ is the set of nodes (or vertices), and $A$ is a set of ordered pairs of nodes (i.e., directed edges). Without loss of generality, when $V$ is a set of $n$ elements, we take $V$ to be the set $V_n = \{1, 2, \ldots, n\}$. Let $\mathcal{D}_n$ be the set of directed graphs with $n$ nodes, i.e., $\mathcal{D}_n = \{D_n | D_n = (V_n, A), A \subseteq V_n \times V_n\}$. The motifs $[D_n]$ ignore the labeling of the nodes.

With the extracted stay locations, including observed and potential stay locations (described in Section 4.1) and users’ identified home location (discussed in Section 4.2), we will be able to identify the mobility networks as illustrated in Fig. 5 (2a-2f). We find that not all users necessarily have the first stay-point (or potential stay-point) starting from their home tower, or the last stay point (or potential stay-point) ending at their home tower every day in the filtered...
From the extracted stay points and filtered day(s), we obtain a sequence of destinations on the sampled day \( k \), for a given anonymous user \( i \), denoted by \( S_{ik} = \{ s_i(1), s_i(2), \ldots, s_i(m_k) \} \).

- User \( i \)'s home \( h_i \) was detected in previous step.
- Always check if for day \( k \), user \( i \)'s first and last activity locations are \( h_i \). If not, we add home \( h_i \) to the stay point sequence, which forms a new sequence \( S_{ik}' = \{ s_i'(1), s_i'(2), \ldots, s_i'(m_k') \} \).
- Count total number of trips (which are journeys from origins to destinations), \( t_{ik} \), for user \( i \) on day \( k \).
- Count total number of distinct nodes, \( n_{ik} \), from trajectory \( S_{ik}' \).
- Form a network (directed graph) \( D_{ik} \) with \( n_{ik} \) nodes: using an \( n_{ik} \times n_{ik} \) matrix \( M_{ik} \), we represent the mobility network for user \( i \) on day \( k \). If there is at least one trip from node \( o \) to node \( d \), \( M_{ik}(o, d) = 1 \); otherwise, \( M_{ik}(o, d) = 0 \).
- Obtain motif \([ D_{ik}]\), i.e., the equivalence class of \( D_{ik} \).

### Mobile Phone Usage Patterns and Mobility Patterns

After filtering the user-day samples, it is important to verify that users with more phone usage events do not have systematic differences in travel behavior. To this end, we examine the relationship between the filtered users’ cell phone usage patterns and their daily travel patterns. Fig. 6a presents the frequency distribution of total number of phone usage observations for all the 1.55 million filtered users in the 10 weekday days. The 5th, 20th, 40th, 60th, 80th, and 95th percentiles of the total phone usage during this period for all the filtered users are 140, 262, 420, 650, 1,108, and 2,558, respectively. Based on this information, we group the filtered users into 5 groups, with total phone usage observations of [100, 200), [200, 400), [400, 600), [600, 1,000), and [1,000, 2,500). We examine the filtered users’ daily travel patterns, including daily number of trips, and daily number of unique destinations for each of the groups. Fig. 6b shows that for these five groups of filtered users, the frequency distributions of their daily number of trips are quite similar across the groups. Similarly, Fig. 6c shows that the frequency distributions of daily number of unique locations visited by the filtered users of various groups also follow similar patterns.

It indicates that phone users with different phone usage patterns do not have systematic differences in travel behavior. This verification is critical to the validity of using active mobile phone user-day samples to further examine human daily mobility patterns, and to use these samples to expand to the population.

### 4.5 Expanding Mobile Phone Sample to Population

To derive estimates of trips and daily mobility patterns (motifs), and robust spatial patterns for the population in the metropolitan area, and informative for city planning and transportation planning, we need to expand the mobile phone samples (including users and user-days) properly. In this section, we describe the process in generating the expansion factors for the CDR data.

#### 4.5.1 Expansion Factors

Two types of expansion factors are generated, including (1) user expansion factors, and (2) user-day expansion factors. Fig. 7 presents the entity relationship diagram useful in generating these expansion factors. After detecting the mobile phone users’ home towers, we store the users’ information in a database table “user”, with their anonymized id number that is unique to each user. Home towers of 2.88 million users were detected. We store the mobility patterns of the filtered users who had frequent phone communication activities (in at least 8 half-hour time slots in a day) in the table “user_day_motif”, in which each row represents a unique user-day observation, with user id,
motif id, and number of trip information. 6.28 million user-day records are included in this table for 1.55 million unique users whose home tower information can be found in the “user” table. The rest of the 1.33 million users, who are in the “user” table but not in the “user_day_motif” table, are those whose phone communication activities are not enough to meet the filtering threshold.

As exhibited in Fig. 7, the “user” table is linked to the “cell_tower” table through the “cell_tower_id” of the users’ “home_tower_id”. By the spatial operation of joining cell towers to the MTZ zones that they fall into, each cell tower is associated with an MTZ. For those towers, which are not contained in any MTZs, the nearest MTZ within a 200 meter distance is used to allow for the measurement error in spatial representation of zone and tower location. The “cell_tower” table is linked to the “mtz_taz” table (through “mtz_id”), which is then linked to the “planning_area” table (through “dgp_id”), including 56 DGP zones of which 35 contain residential population.

Two sets of expansion factors are considered. One includes the user expansion factors calculated for the 2.88 million users with identifiable home location; the other includes user expansion factors for the 1.55 million users and the user-day expansion factors for the 6.28 million user-day observations (from the 1.55 million users). For the former case, the user expansion factor for every user with home tower in the same planning area is the same. For the latter case, as each user may have observations for more than one day, we normalize the expansion factor by the total number of observation-days for this user. We define the user expansion factor $\beta_i$ for user $i$, and the user-day expansion factor $\theta_{ik}$ for user $i$ on day $k$ as follows.

$$\beta_i = P_g \sum_{h_y} U_{h_y} / Q_g,$$

where $P_g$ is the population (above 10 years old) in DGP zone $g$ reported in the census; $U_{h_y}$ is the total number of users whose home tower is at $h_y$ in DGP zone $g$, and $Q_g$ is the total number of towers in zone $g$;

$$\theta_{ik} = \beta_i / K_i,$$

where $K_i$ is the total number of days when the user $i$’s motifs are identified.

In Fig. 8a we present the spatial distribution of the user expansion factors at the tower level across Singapore, color-coded by different brackets of the expansion factors based on the ranging of the standard deviation measure. We can see that the user expansion factors are higher in the north part of Singapore, meaning that phone user to the population ratio in this region is lower than the city average. However, when looking at Fig. 4 we see that for an average phone user in this north region, she or he tends to have relatively more days of observations. In the central region, the user-expansion factors are lower, meaning that the phone user to population ratio in this region is higher than the city average. Figs. 8b and 8c present the frequency distribution of user expansion factors (for the 1.55 million phone users) and user-day expansion factors (for the 6.28 million user-day observations), respectively.

### 4.5.2 Population Estimation in High Resolution

With the estimated expansion factor for each phone user in the study, we can then estimate population with high spatial resolution that are not available in the census statistics but are useful for the transportation and urban planning. Fig. 9a presents the estimated residential population density (for people older than 10 years old) in Singapore at the MTZ level (with more than 1,100 zones) by using the CDR data. To compare the population estimates from users who only have home location detected (denoted as Estimation 1), with the estimates from the filtered user whose mobility patterns can be identified (denoted as Estimation 2), we plot...
the two population estimates at the tower level, and at the MTZ level in Figs. 9b and 9c respectively. We can see that with proper treatment of expansion, by only using the frequent user-observations (although a smaller sample size), it can provide comparable estimates to those by using all user samples whose home location can be detected without filtering (based on their phone usage frequency). The benefit of using the filtered phone users (based on their phone communication frequency) is that we can mine richer mobility patterns from their records, and treat these observations as travel survey in a much larger scale, to inform sound city planning and make wiser decisions on public policies related to urban and transportation development.

4.5.3 Aggregating Daily Trips and Mobility Patterns

After applying the expansion factors to the user-day observations, we aggregate the daily trips and mobility patterns for Singapore residents (above 10 years old) at the metropolitan level, and infer human mobility patterns for Singapore. Fig. 10 presents the inferred frequency distribution of (a) daily mobility patterns, (b) the number of daily trips, and (c) the number of unique daily destinations that the mobile phone users visited during weekday. Fig. 10a also compares the results obtained from CDR data with the estimates from the HITS travel survey data. From the mobile phone data, we find that on an average weekday, 13.5 percent Singapore residents stayed at home, 33 percent visited two unique places, 50 percent three places, 20 percent four places, 5.5 percent five places, 2.1 percent six places, and less than 2 percent visited more than 6 places. These patterns cover around 90 percent of survey respondents’ travel.

When comparing the estimates of daily motifs with survey data, in Fig. 10a we find that the motif with two-nodes reported in the survey is dominant (55 percent), and much higher than those observed from the CDR data. We find the following reasons for explanation. (1) The HITS survey only asks for motorized travel, and excludes non-motorized travel. (2) People tend to under-report their secondary destinations to the primary destinations in the survey than the mobile phone could detect. If we refer to travel survey data in other metropolitan areas such as Chicago, Boston, and Paris, we found that the two-node travel patterns are always less than 40 percent [24],[35].

A separate study [45] that uses smartphone-based survey to track and record individual users’ travels and activities in Singapore conducted by the Future Mobility Survey (FMS) project confirms similar observation. Even though the FMS project only has 387 individuals who answered both the paper-based survey and validated their travel in the smartphone app based tracking survey, it is observed that people significantly under report their travel in the paper-based survey. 76.3 percent people in the paper-based survey reported two trips, while only 20 percent were detected and verified that they had two trips in the smartphone based survey. Therefore, the mobility patterns inferred from the phone CDR data here can be more reasonable than the travel survey data. This difference will have a significant impact on policy implications for urban and transportation planning.

5 Spatial Patterns of Activity-Based Human Mobility

Understanding the spatial patterns of human mobility aggregated at their home location is especially important to help planners understand how their neighborhood and the built environment may influence their travel. A vast body of literature in planning [46] has tried to test this theory empirically using traditional travel survey data. With the method presented in this study, we can derive new evidences on people’s travel behavior in a large scale, and facilitate planners and policy makers to identify areas with great potential for improvement, such as provision of transportation alternatives to reduce motorized travel, improvement of community facilities to targeted population. In this section, we present analytical indicators to measure the spatial distribution of mobility patterns from the perspective of individuals’ home location.

5.1 The Two-Node Home-Based Tour

Fig. 11b presents the population density of residents with only two-node motifs. These residents had one additional place besides ‘home’ that is important in their daily life. It could be workplace for workers, school for students, or a social/recreational place for the non-workers/non-students. Since they are the majority of the population (around 33 percent, shown in Fig. 10a), the spatial distribution of the group with two-node motifs is very similar to the spatial distribution of total population (shown in Fig. 9a). We use the concept of Location Quotient, to compare an area’s distribution of residents by mobility type to the distribution of a reference area (i.e., the Singapore metropolitan area). To be more specific, for example, to measure how residents with daily motif $m$ are concentrated in a particular neighborhood (at the MTZ level) compared to the population in the metropolitan area, we use the Location Quotient ($LQ_m$), detailed as follows.
where $e_m$ is the residential population with daily motif type $m$ (Fig. 9a) in a zone (e.g., MTZ); $e$ is the total residential population in zone; $E_m$ is residential population with daily motif type $m$ in the metropolitan area (e.g., Singapore); $E$ is the total residential population in the metropolitan area.

From Figs. 11a and 11c, we can see that several suburban neighborhoods have a unique identity with a greater than metropolitan average share of residents whose daily mobility networks are of two nodes. These areas include zones in the West region, such as Jurong East, Jurong West, Clementi, Bukit Batok, Choa Chu Kang; zones in the North-West region, including Woodlands, Sembawang, and Yishun; zones in the North-East region such as An Mo Kio, Sengkang, and Punggol; and zones in Bedok of the East region (see Fig. 11a for zone name references). People who only visit one other place besides their home (for work/school as the majority) are overly concentrated in these zones, which are new towns and far away from the city center. It would be potentially important to provide public transportation services with high capacity and frequency during the peak-hour to relieve congestion for residents in these neighborhoods. Meantime it is also important to plan more localized economic and community services in these neighborhoods to help reduce long distance travel for the needs of additional activities.

5.2 The One-Node, Three-Node and Four-Node Motifs

As the two-node home-based tour pattern (see Fig. 10) is the majority of mobility patterns in the metropolitan area, we also use it as a reference, and compare other types of mobility patterns to the spatial distribution of the two-node pattern, and we call it the Relative Location Quotient, $RLQ_{d} = LQ_{d}/LQ_{2}$, for motif type $d$. Figs. 11d, 11e, and 11f highlights MTZs that have high concentration of stay-at-home residents, and residents with three nodes, and four nodes in their daily activity motifs, respectively. Figs. 11e and 11f collapse the spatial distribution of the different motifs with three nodes, and with four nodes into one map. Fig. 11 only shows areas with population (for the corresponding type of motif) greater than 500 persons, and population density (for the corresponding type of motif) higher than 1,500 person per sq km. We also only show areas that their Location Quotient, and Relative Location Quotient (to two-node) exceed 1.05 (to allow for 5 percent error), to illustrate the highly concentrated areas with the corresponding types of daily motifs for residents living in the zones. Fig. 11a overlays the highly concentrated zones of residents with two-node, three-node, and four-node mobility networks; and (b) population density of residents with two-node motifs. (Note: aggregation based on phone users’ home location).
Sustainable urban and transportation planning depends greatly on understanding human mobility patterns in the metropolitan area. In this paper, we present an integrated pipeline that can parse, filter, and expand the raw passive and massive mobile phone CDR data to extract human mobility patterns for millions of anonymous residents in a metropolitan area, and translate the knowledge gained into planning-interpretable languages. Traditional travel survey data, although rich in detail, can be misleading. It may generate inaccurate mobility patterns due to incomplete self-reports, lead to biased travel demand models—especially for non-work trip purposes—and result in inefficient resource allocation and ill-informed plans. Big Data, if properly treated, can provide further insights beyond travel surveys, supporting multiple-day observations, revealing more robust mobility patterns, and covering wider geographic regions and along the east coast, and in zones of the Northwest region, and some areas in the West region. In the Central region, it contains more mature neighborhoods where senior residents have higher probability to reside.

Fig. 12 zooms into the neighborhoods containing highly concentrated residents with three- and four-node motifs demonstrated in Fig. 11a. We can see that these areas include suburbs that are connected by light rail (grey lines in the figure) to the major transit lines, such as Bukit Panjang, and Bukit Bakok in the West region (Fig. 12a), and Sengkang in the North-East region (Fig. 12b), where accessibility is relatively low. It also includes areas that are currently not served by the MRT, such as Lentor, Mayflower, Bright Hill and Upper Thomson, in Ang Mo Kio and Bishan (Fig. 12c), and neighborhoods in the north part of Bedok and Tampines (Fig. 12d). Neighborhoods that have higher concentration of residents of three- and four-node motifs usually have more trips. By providing more convenient public transportation services, improved level of services (e.g., for the light rail), and alternative transportation modes can help reduce total travel. It’s worth noting that in some areas, the Singapore LTA has provided plans to improve transit network (and some of them are under construction as depicted in grey dashed line in Figs. 12c and 12d).

6 Conclusion
Sustainable urban and transportation planning depends greatly on understanding human mobility patterns in the metropolitan area. In this paper, we present an integrated pipeline that can parse, filter, and expand the raw passive and massive mobile phone CDR data to extract human mobility patterns for millions of anonymous residents in a metropolitan area, and translate the knowledge gained into planning-interpretable languages. Traditional travel survey data, although rich in detail, can be misleading. It may generate inaccurate mobility patterns due to incomplete self-reports, lead to biased travel demand models—especially for non-work trip purposes—and result in inefficient resource allocation and ill-informed plans. Big Data, if properly treated, can provide further insights beyond travel surveys, supporting multiple-day observations, revealing more robust mobility patterns, and covering wider geographic areas. The method presented in this paper differs from existing studies that utilize CDR data to examine human travels in a trip-based approach [26], [38]. Rather, it is activity-based and focuses on patterns of tours and trip-chaining behavior in daily mobility networks.

As the literature suggests, in light of changing urban economic structure, diverse workforce participation, and flexible working schedule, trip-chaining behavior has become more complex. Policies for peak-hour congestion mitigation or VMT reduction that ignore the increasing need to chain non-work trips into commuting trips or focus only on travel speed improvements or travel cost incentives could be less effective than expected [47]. Moreover, the method presented here can be further extended to examine more details at clusters with one- or two-node versus three- or four-node motifs—including understanding the demographics, housing types of the clusters, calling for a next-level investigation that sorts motifs by tour length. With the types of tools presented here, planners can derive new evidences on people’s travel behavior on a large scale using ubiquitous data from communication technologies. By understanding the different patterns of human mobility for different neighborhoods at the metropolitan scale, planners can design policies that target neighborhoods with great potential for improvement. The large-scale behavior evidence can be used to arrange shopping clusters along certain stops for transit-oriented development, add transportation alternatives and improve level of service along certain corridors. Other applications include improving community facilities for targeted population, or integrating land-use transportation planning to reduce total travel and its negative social and environmental externalities.
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